LOADmanagement

Energy. Endurance. Power.

MD LOADmanagement

more intelligent solutions
More and more lithium-ion batteries are
used in modern vehicle fleets. One of the
great benefits of this technology is the
quick and intermediate charging capability at any occasion. A battery system can
be fully charged within an hour.
The matching high-performance
chargers of the TriCOM ion series are
used for fast charging and despite one
of the highest efficiencies of up to 97%,
especially during simultaneous operation,
e.g. during breaks, they require very high
mains connection power.
This circumstance leads to a high peak
load and causes corresponding costs for
the power price at your energy supplier.
We can offer you a solution for such
situations!

MD LOADmanagement considerably reduces mains connection power through
intelligent load management.
The battery first transmits the current state
of charge to the charger. This information
is transferred to a master computer, the
MD LOAD control centre.
The individual chargers are controlled via
an intelligent algorithm and optimized
when supplying the power. This allows to
ensure a variably adjustable power limit
of all chargers.
This leads to significant cost savings in
the power price of the energy supplier.
MD LOADmanagement reliably ensures optimum availability of the
vehicle fleet while at the same time
significantly reduces mains connection power.

The technology of tomorrow,
today - safe and economical
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Requirements

Hardware:
TRIATHLON® lithium-ion batteries together with TriCOM ion series chargers and
MD LOAD control centre enable the use of
load management.
The chargers are equipped with additional
modules that ensure data exchange with
the MD LOAD control centre.

TRIATHLON® lithium-ion batteries of
TC series transmit the current state of
charge (SOC) and other information to the
chargers via a CANBUS during charging
process.
The data communication can optionally
be carried out via network cables or radio
interfaces.

Endurance, Productivity and
maximum performance under
all conditions
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Picture 1: Mains connection values of the last 24 hours

Software:
MD LOAD control centre receives information from the building management system
of the operator about the maximum mains
connection power available for charging the
battery.
Furthermore, the additional modules in the
chargers transmit current information about
the state of charge of the batteries.

Among other things, the following data is
displayed:
 ains connection power values of the last
M
24 hours
Preset limit of the mains connection power
Live view of individual chargers
Live view of battery state of charge (SOC)

MD LOAD control centre control the performance of the chargers using a smart algorithm.
Priority regulation ensures optimal availability of the individual industrial trucks.
The performance history, various data and
current state of charge can be accessed online as an option. (see picture 1 + picture 2)

Picture 2: Current charging status of individual batteries
MD LOADmanagement
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Function

Prioritization of the current output:
In contrast to simple load management
systems available on the market before
that could only switch the consumers on
and off, MD LOADmanagement dynamically regulates the energy distribution
with an intelligent and demand-oriented
priority algorithm.
Each consumer receives exactly the required and optimal amount of the defined
and thus available total amount of energy.
The batteries with a high state of charge
(SOC) receive less current than the batteries with a low state of charge (SOC).
This ensures that there are no restrictions
on the vehicle fleet and that all batteries
receive exactly the amount of energy they
need.
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The predetermined limit of the maximum
mains connection power can be set via
calendar function or time specification or
alternatively be adapted automatically by
the home automation system in a dynamic
way.
MD LOADmanagement can be integrated
into other peak load control systems at
any time and ensures permanent and sustainable continuous current drain without
power peaks.
MD LOAD control centre maintains a data
log so that historical data can also be retrieved at any time.
Option:
As a component for fleet management
systems, we enable the fully automatic
transmission of all relevant vehicle application, battery and charger data.

That could be your cost savings:
 ocation:
L
Logistics warehouse in northern Germany
 ehicle fleet:
V
11 battery-powered low-platform trucks 24 V,
7 battery-powered forklifts 48 V
 verage costs of power price:
A
Assumption: 100 € per kW per year

WITHOUT MD LOADmanagement
Mains connection power of lead-acid technology
Mains connection power of lithium-ion technology

61 kW Costs: 6.100 € power price / year
177,3 kW Costs: 17.730 € power price / year

WITH MD LOADmanagement
MD LOADmanagement hard- and software 		

Costs: 5.310 € once

MD LOADmanagement installation			

Costs: 1.280 € once

Mains connection power of lithium-ion technology
Saving with lithium-ion technology in the first year:

40 kW Costs: 4.000 € power price / year
7.140 € power price / year

Saving with lithium-ion technology in the following years: 13.730 € power price / year
ROI (Return on Investment): 7,2 months
MD LOADmanagement
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Tel: 0800 015 6979
E-Mail: info@triathlon-batteries.co.uk
Internet: www.triathlon-batteries.co.uk

As of January 2019 – Subject to technical changes and alterations in content.

Triathlon Battery Solutions Ltd.
Unit 21, Westbrook Trading Estate
Westbrook Road
Trafford Park
Manchester, M17 1AY

